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Structural and spectroscopic properties of hydrazine, H2N-NH 2, it being a floppy or fluxional molecule in
a vacuum, are investigated by means of ab initio molecular dynamics, ab initio path integral molecular dynamics,
and ab initio ring polymer molecular dynamics simulations in conjunction with “on-the-fly” MP2 and CIS(D)
electronic structure calculations. Whereas the former method relies on the classical approximation of nuclear
motion, quantum effects on structure and dynamics are taken into account at finite temperatures by ab initio
path integral and ab initio ring polymer molecular dynamics, respectively. It is shown that quantum-mechanical
fluctuation effects of the nuclei, in addition to their purely thermal activation, cause significant configurational
fluctuations due to strongly anharmonic vibrations and thus increase the explored regions on the Born-
Oppenheimer potential energy surface at room temperature. Including these effects, in turn, leads to significant
improvements in the computed spectra compared to stick spectra obtained at the equilibrium structure by
means of harmonic normal-mode analysis, as well as by classical ab initio molecular dynamics. This family
of methods, combining electronic structure with path integrals, offers a powerful and general computational
approach not only to molecular structure determination of floppy or fluxional molecules, but also to evaluation
of their electronic and vibrational spectra.

Introduction

Many molecules are known to exhibit large changes due to
thermal vibrations in conjunction with quantum effects such as
zero-point motion and tunneling. In the interesting limit of large-
amplitude motion,1,2 this results in what is often called “fluxional
behavior” or “floppiness”, which intertwines dynamics inti-
mately with molecular structure and properties. The hydrazine
molecule, H2N-NH2, is a particularly interesting case as it
exhibits a twofold degenerate global minimum due to two
enantiomers, A and B, in gauche conformation of C2 symmetry,3-8

as depicted in Figure 1. These two enantiomers can be
interconverted by two qualitatively different mechanisms, via
either by rotation of one -NH2 moiety around the N-N bond
or by inversion of one -NH2 moiety at the nitrogen atom.9 It
has been reported that the energy barrier along the inversion
pathway is slightly higher than that in the case of the ammonia
molecule and the barrier for the internal rotation pathway via
the anti-configuration is lower than that involving the syn
configuration.6 What still remains unexplored is the impact of
fluctuations, both thermal and quantum mechanical, on intramo-
lecular large-amplitude motion and thus on isomerization of the
hydrazine molecule, which requires calculations beyond the
static/harmonic approach.

Furthermore, it is known from experiment that hydrazine has
a continuous ultraviolet (UV) spectrum with several broad peaks
within a range of 120-240 nm according to ref 10. Static ab
initio calculations based on both the self-consistent field (SCF)

procedure11 and multireference configuration interaction (MRCI)
calculations12 have shown that mostly Rydberg transitions are
involved in this energy range. However, the information
obtained from static calculations is limited since, in contrast to
experiment, only a discrete spectrum can be obtained as the
molecular structure is assumed to be frozen at the equilibrium
structure. But in view of the large-amplitude motion discussed
above, it is unclear to what extent such single-point approaches
are valid. Therefore, it is essential to take into account molecular
vibrations in the calculations to get insights into the continuous
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Figure 1. Hydrazine enantiomers: side and top views. Connecting
transition states are depicted in Figure 2.
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and broad character of the electronic spectrum. In addition, in
the energy range where the levels of the excited states appear,
vibrational effects might also influence the spectral peak
positions in the sense that a single peak may physically result
from a confluence of different but overlapping resonances. One
should note, moreover, that the peak positions obtained from
the static calculations reported thus far for hydrazine do not
agree satisfactorily with the experimental data (see Figure 1 in
ref 12).

The vibrational spectrum of hydrazine is well studied by
means of infrared (IR) absorption spectroscopy. Its IR spectrum
consists of several intense signals below 1700 cm-1 and weaker
resonances in the range of 3200-3300 cm-1 ascribed to N-H
bond stretches.8,13,14 Since the hydrazine molecule is floppy, one
can expect significant anharmonicity in the intramolecular
motion which might affect the IR spectrum. Indeed, evidence
is provided by several reports that adding a posteriori anhar-
monic corrections on top of the ab initio normal-mode analysis
improves the agreement with experimental data.8,15 Still, this
can only be a first step toward computing fully coupled
anharmonic IR spectra in view of the large-amplitude character
of the intramolecular motion within H2N-NH2.

Building upon Feynman’s path integral formulation of
quantum statistical mechanics16-18 and its use in computer
simulations19-21 by implementing the ring polymer isomor-
phism,22,23 the so-called ab initio path integral simulation
techniques24-28 have been very successful in elucidating the
above-mentioned fluxional behavior of small molecules as well
as hydrogen-bonded and metal clusters24-43 (for reviews on these
techniques see refs 44-46). Importantly, using the path integral
formulation16-18 of quantum statistical mechanics offers the
unique possibility to switch on and off quantum effects on nuclei
in complex molecular systems at finite temperatures, including
liquids47-49 and solids,50-52 while staying within the identical
methodological framework down to the level of using the same
computer code. As a result, this trick allows one to separate, in
a controlled and clean way, effects due to simple thermal
activation from those more intricate fluctuation effects that are
introduced due to nuclear quantum mechanics such as zero-
point motion and tunneling. In addition, these full quantum
simulation methods allow conceptually easy but still asymptoti-
cally exact access to isotope effects,53 transcending the harmonic
approximation but still staying within the realms of the
Born-Oppenheimer approximation, since it suffices to substitute
appropriate nuclear masses (e.g., D for H) when evaluating the
path integral by simulation (i.e., D2N-ND2 instead of H2N-NH2

in the present case). In this spirit, the classical limit of nuclear
motion yields the largest “isotope effect” possible when
compared to the full quantum simulation where light isotopes
are used (i.e., H2N-NH2 here). This opens the doorway to study
isotope effects53 on proton transfer, heavy-atom tunneling, or
vibrational amplitudes including Debye-Waller factors in
condensed matter. Similar access to kinetic isotope effects53,54

is more tricky since it requires explicit generation of the
quantum-mechanical time evolution of chemical reactions
involving many coupled anharmonic degrees of freedom. Here,
a step forward in this direction is reported by computing
quantum effects on IR spectra along these lines but in the sense
of a quasi-classical approximation, vide infra.

All calculations presented in this article employ the ab initio
path integral molecular dynamics variant24,25 using the Born-
Oppenheimer propagation scheme32,33 in conjunction with a
“quantum chemical approach” to solve the electronic structure
problem “on-the-fly” based on the MP2 method and atom-
centered Gaussian basis sets. In particular, the hydrazine
molecule, N2H4, is studied at room temperature to probe the
effects of quantum and/or thermal fluctuations on structure and
dynamics as well as on UV and IR spectra. To obtain IR and
UV spectra directly from first principles, we have first of all
performed standard ab initio molecular dynamics simulations
for reference, using the same Born-Oppenheimer propagation
scheme,44,45 to assess anharmonicity and mode coupling effects
in the limit of assuming a purely classical/thermal behavior of
the nuclei. For further improvement of these spectra, nuclear
quantum effects have been included using the ring polymer
molecular dynamics (RPMD) technique55-57 (see also refs 58-
62), being a practical approximation to exact quantum dynamics,
in conjunction with “on-the-fly” electronic structure calculations
This combination constitutes a dynamical extension of ab initio
path integral simulations,26 quite similar to adiabatic ab initio
centroid molecular dynamics,28 to establish a quasi-classical
approximation to molecular quantum dynamics; we note in
passing that this is the first report of computing IR spectra using
“on-the-fly” ab initio RPMD calculation. Finally, the methodol-
ogy needed for computing electronic spectra based on ab initio
path integral simulations is the one derived earlier in ref 40.

The IR and UV spectra obtained by such full quantum
simulations are compared to those obtained from stick spectra
based on static optimizations, classical ab initio simulations,
and experimental data. All ground-state energies, gradients, and
dipole moments have been generated “on-the-fly” along both
the path integral and classical trajectories using the efficient
RI-MP2 implementation63 in Turbomole,64 whereas electronic
excitations based thereupon have been calculated using the
CIS(D) method,65 all using Gaussian basis sets. This particular
combination of methods is a powerful and general tool that
allows one to study various molecular spectra of vast classes
of molecules, complexes, and clusters beyond the specific case
present here.

Methods and Technical Details

Electronic Structure Calculations. To achieve a reasonable
compromise between accuracy and computational expenses,
the resolution-of-identity second-order Møller-Plesset per-
turbation theory (RI-MP2)63 with split valence polarization
SV(P) basis set66 as implemented in the Turbomole program
package64 has been used “on-the-fly” to treat the electronic
structure consistently in all dynamical simulations (i.e., ab
initio MD, ab initio PIMD, and ab initio RPMD calculations).
However, a series of static calculations has been performed

Figure 2. Transition states for the inversion and rotation mechanisms
in hydrazine: side and top views.
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first to check the accuracy of the RI-MP2/SV(P) electronic
structure for hydrazine. The influence of the application of
the relatively small basis set has been determined on the basis
of the comparison of important data such as optimized
structure and harmonic frequencies to the larger basis set
results obtained by using the aug-cc-pVTZ basis.67 Moreover,
the quality of the RI-MP2 approach for the specific system
under investigation has been confirmed by comparing to plain
MP2 results, to higher-level ab initio calculations, and to
experimental data available in the literature.8,13,14

All calculations of UV spectra have been carried out using
the configuration interaction approach, including single excita-
tions and a perturbative correction for double excitations
according to the CIS(D) method65 as implemented in Gaussi-
an03.68 For these calculations, one has to take special care of
the basis set to properly describe the Rydberg state excitations
of hydrazine. Therefore, the split valence plus double Rydberg
SV+DR basis set69 has been employed for this purpose. Again,
the quality of this particular electronic structure approach was
assessed carefully by comparing static calculations using
CIS(D)/SV+DR to those obtained with a larger 6-311++G(d,p)
basis set as well as to higher-level ab initio results available
from the literature.

Quantum and Classical ab Initio Simulations. The ab initio
MD, ab initio PIMD, and ab initio RPMD simulations were carried
out using the in-house Born-Oppenheimer molecular dynamics44,45

code,70 which is linked to the Turbomole program package.64 The
Born-Oppenheimer potential energy and the gradient based on
RI-MP2/SV(P) are calculated “on-the-fly” during all these simula-
tions using a time step of 0.2-fs duration. The massive Nosé-Hoover
chain thermostat technique71 is used to most efficiently equilibrate71-73

the system and to establish the canonical ensemble at room
temperatures, 300 K, and all path integrals have been Trotter-
discretized using P ) 16 beads according to ref 43. The ab initio
PIMD simulations have been carried out for about 40 000
Born-Oppenheimer steps (corresponding formally to 8 ps), while
the ab initio MD simulation (which corresponds to the P ) 1 limit)
has been continued for 100 ps (corresponding to 500 000 time
steps). Energy conservation is satisfied within an error of about
0.0001 au for each trajectory.

Excited States: Computing UV Spectra. The methodology
to compute electronic spectra based on ab initio path integral
simulations, or using classical ab initio MD simulations as the
consistent classical limit, has been worked out before40 and
applied to a small metal cluster. The method is based on first
principles calculations, and it is in general applicable to many-
body systems. It involves, however, an approximation suggested
a long time ago by Lax,74 which improves systematically with
the increase of the nuclear mass and/or the decrease of the
curvature of the involved potential energy surfaces.40 Neverthe-
less, the quality of this method has not yet been assessed for
truly molecular systems. From the methodological point of view,
it is of particular interest to see how this method works for a
floppy molecule such as hydrazine where accurate electronic
spectra are known experimentally.

According to ref 40, the approximate photoabsorption cross
section can be computed by collecting the vertical excitations
of molecular configurations generated along ab initio trajectories
using the relation

σ(ω) ≈ ( 2π2e2

me4πε0c)〈∑
m

fm0δ(ω-ωm,0)〉 (1)

where 〈 ...〉 is either the corresponding quantum statistical or
thermal average. The first factor consists of physical constants

such as the speed of light c, charge e and mass me of an electron,
and the vacuum permittivity ε0. The second factor is the
statistical average of the oscillator strengths fm0 at frequencies
ω ) ωm0, where pωm,0 is the excitation energy of the m-th
electronic state. The fm0 and ωm,0 values are calculated at
molecular configurations sampled along the canonical ab initio
PIMD or MD trajectories generated using consistently RI-MP2/
SV(P) energies and gradients.

To converge the UV spectrum of hydrazine in the gas phase,
a total of 12 800 and 5000 structures were extracted from the
ab initio PIMD and MD trajectories, respectively. One should
repeat that RI-MP2/SV(P) electronic structure calculations have
been used to generate the trajectories and thus the molecular
configurations, whereas CIS(D)/SV+DR has been employed to
compute fm0 and ωm0 and thus the UV spectra as explained in
the Electronic Structure Calculations.

Quantum Dynamics: Computing IR Spectra. As is well-
known, the IR absorption coefficient per unit volume can be
written as75

R(ω)) 4π2ω
3pcn(ω)

�pωI(ω) (2)

where � ) 1/kBT, kB is the Boltzmann constant, n(ω) is the
refractive index assumed to be n(ω) ) 1 in the gas phase, and
I(ω) is the Fourier transform of the Kubo-transformed dipole
time-autocorrelation function CK(t):

I(ω)) 1
2π∫-∞

∞
dt exp(-iωt)CK(t) (3)

where

CK(t)) 〈 1
�∫0

�
dλ M̂(0)M̂(t+ ipλ)〉 (4)

is the Kubo-transformed form of the autocorrelation function
for the dipole moment operator M̂. Equation 2 is obtained by
combining eqs 2 and 24 in ref 75 with the unit volume V ) 1.

Next, in the RPMD approximation to quantum dynamics,
molecular quantum configurations expressed in terms of a path
integral, which is discretized using the lowest-order Trotter
approximation for a given bead number P (see ref 46 for a
review), are propagated in time by solving the RPMD equations
of motion55 (see also refs 58-62). They are obtained from
standard PIMD by setting the fictitious masses equal to 1/P of
the original nuclear mass58 (note that in the normal mode
representation of beads this is equivalent to setting all the
fictitious masses of the modes equal to the original nuclear
mass76,77). Then, the Kubo-transformed autocorrelation function
is approximately obtained by calculating the dipole autocorre-
lation function from the RPMD trajectory as

CK(t) ≈ 〈M̄(0)M̄(t)〉 rpmd (5)

where M̄(t) ) 1 / P∑ s)1
P Ms(t) is the average over P beads.

Note that there is no additional approximation needed to evaluate
the autocorrelation functions of the nonlinear operator M̂ unlike
in centroid molecular dynamics. Unlike in PIMD, thermostats
must not be used in RPMD, and therefore, the thermal average
in eq 5 must be taken among independent RPMD trajectories
to get a converged result of the IR spectrum.

Finally, we mention that due to methodological intricacies
RPMD can introduce artifacts59,76 into computed vibrational or
IR spectra because of resonance couplings between ring polymer
and physical modes. This depends strongly on the specfic case
and we refer to ref 77 for a detailed technical analysis of these
artifacts that do not appear to be relevant here.
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The setup for these “on-the-fly” ab initio RPMD simulations
is closely analogous to that used for ab initio PIMD: P ) 16
beads, temperature of T ) 300 K, time step of 0.2 fs, and using
RI-MP2/SV(P) electronic structure with the crucial exception
of not thermostatting the RPMD runs. The initial conditions to
launch independent ab initio RPMD runs to establish the
canonical ensemble at 300 K on the level of the correlation
functions according to eq 5 have been sampled from previously
generated canonical ab initio PIMD trajectories that were
massively thermostatted at T ) 300 K using separate Nosé-
Hoover chains71-73 on each nuclear degree on freedom. The
initial velocities for RPMD have been scaled properly such that
the temperature of the system remains at 300 K. To generate
the proper dynamics of an isolated molecule where only the
internal ro-vibrational degrees of freedom are excited, the
velocity components contributing to total translational and total
rotational motions have been eliminated at every time step in
RPMD.77 In addition, the total linear and angular momenta have
been reset to zero. For ab initio RPMD, 10 trajectories of a
length of a 2 ps each (i.e., 10 000 time steps) were generated
using this protocol; the final IR spectra reported were obtained
as linear averages from the 10 individual spectra. Similarly,
classical ab initio MD simulations were performed (using the
P ) 1 limit) in the same way except that the average is based
on 20 microcanonical trajectories sampled from canonical
trajectories generated again at T ) 300.

Finally, it is stressed that these ab initio RPMD trajectories
are also the basis to analyze the dynamics of hydrazine as a
function of time within the framework of a quasi-classical
approach. Similarly to computing the expectation value of the
dipole operator as a function of time, any structural observable
Ô, such as distances, angles, or dihedrals, can be approximated
by averaging over all P beads for each RPMD time step which
yields the quasi-classical time evolution of the respective
observable. One of the ways to define the expectation value of
the observable Ô at time t under the condition that the initial
structure is R(0) is in terms of the Kubo-transformed form of
time correlation functions:

〈O(R(0), t)〉 ≡
〈 1
�∫0

�
dλ δ(R̂-R(0))Ô(t+ ipλ)〉

〈 1
�∫0

�
dλ δ(R̂-R(0))〉

(6)

where the δ function stems from the structural constraint at t )
0. This is equivalent to the definition

〈O(R(0), t) 〉 ≡
Tr[F̂(R(0)) exp(iĤt

p )Ô exp(- iĤt
p )]

Tr[F̂(R(0))]
(7)

where the density operator F̂(R(0)), which determines the
constraint, is assumed to have the symmetric form

F̂(R(0))) 1
�∫0

�
dλ exp(-(�- λ)Ĥ)δ(R̂-R(0)) exp(-λĤ)

(8)

in the sense of an Ansatz for the initial density matrix. In RPMD,
the approximation of eq 6 is introduced as a conditional average

〈O(R(0), t) 〉 ≈
〈δj(0)Oj (t)〉 rpmd

〈δj(0)〉 rpmd

(9)

where δ(0) ) 1 / P∑ s)1
P δ(Rs - R(0)) and O(t) )

1 / P∑ s)1
P O(Rs(t)). Thus, eq 9 corresponds to the expectation

value of the bead average of the observable along the RPMD
trajectory starting from the initial set of bead configurations
(R1(0),..., RP(0)) at t ) 0. Therefore, this approximation allows
one to extract insights into the quantum dynamics of a molecular
system including mechanism and pathways of individual isomer-
ization events subject to quantum effects on the nuclear dynamics.
This information can be contrasted to the classical limit of nuclear
time evolution where isomerization can only be driven by purely
thermal activation.

Results and Discussion

Static Calculations: Equilibrium Structure and Harmonic
Frequencies. This subsection presents the results of the static
calculations performed not only to set up the ab initio MD, ab
initio PIMD, and ab initio RPMD simulations, but also to
compare the quality of the selected electronic structure treat-
ments of ground and excited states to more sophisticated
approaches. Structural parameters for hydrazine were calculated
using the RI-MP2 and plain MP2 methods in conjunction with
SV(P) and aug-cc-pVTZ basis sets; see the Electronic Structure
Calculations for details. The data are summarized in Table 1
and compared to CCSD(T) data as well as to the experimental
values (see ref 8 and literature cited therein). One can see that
the RI-MP2 values are very close to MP2 values as expected
and finds that the difference of small-size SV(P) and large-size
aug-cc-pVTZ basis set data is not significant. Consequently, the
RI-MP2/SV(P) values are in good agreement with both our
MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ data and published CCSD(T) reference
results within the error of ∼0.03 Å for bond lengths and about
3° for bond angles. Therefore, RI-MP2 with the modest SV(P)
basis set is demonstrated to be an ideal electronic structure
method for performing ab initio MD, ab initio PIMD, and ab
initio RPMD simulations of hydrazine, which require tens of
thousands of total energy and gradient computations per run
according to the Methods and Technical Details, in view of its
favorable compromise between accuracy and computational
costs.

The same positive conclusion as to the performance of the
RI-MP2/SV(P) approach for the specific molecule of interest
can be drawn on the basis of the harmonic vibrational analysis
data presented in Table 2. For RI-MP2/SV(P) frequencies,
the average deviation from the CCSD(T) reference data from
the literature8 is the smallest from all investigated methods
with that basis set and only about 5 cm-1 larger than with
the more accurate RI-MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ method that is,
however, much more demanding computationally. In addition,

TABLE 1: Structural Parameters of the Hydrazine
Moleculea

basis set SV(P) aug-cc-pVTZ cc-pCVTZ

method RI-MP2 MP2 RI-MP2 MP2 CCSD(T)b exptc

Bond Length
N-N 1.414 1.413 1.434 1.427 1.441 1.446
N-H(i) 1.023 1.023 1.014 1.011 1.014 1.016
N-H(o) 1.019 1.019 1.010 1.008 1.011 1.016

Valence Angle
N-N-H(i) 113.0 113.0 111.7 112.0 110.9 108.85
N-N-H(o) 108.5 108.6 107.1 107.5 106.3 108.85
H(i)-N-H(o) 108.2 108.2 107.6 108.0 106.7 106

Dihedral Angle
H(i)-N-N-H(o) -89.8 -89.8 -89.9 -89.5 -89.6 -88.05

a Atom labelling according to Figure 1. All distances are given in
angstroms and all angles in degrees. b Reference 8. c See ref 11 in
ref 8.
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the maximal error of the RI-MP2/SV(P) results is observed
for the rather unimportant lowest frequency mode, which
nevertheless strongly influences the average error of the
method.

As explained in the Introduction, the hydrazine molecule can
exist in two enantiomeric forms. This fact is not crucial for the
present study since most of the chemical properties such as UV
and IR spectra among others do not depend on the chirality of
the system. However, the calculated barrier height for the
interconversion between the two enantiomers (i.e., the isomer-
ization barrier or transition-state energy) will yield another
benchmark for the quality of the electronic structure method
employed in the present study. The comparison of these data
collected in Table 3 with the estimates of the barrier heights
from the literature shows that acceptable agreement is achieved
with the economical RI-MP2/SV(P) approach. The rotation
around the N-N bond proceeding via the TSanti

rot transition state
is characterized by the lowest barrier of less than about 3 kcal/
mol, while the highest barrier is expected for the transition via
TSsyn

rot; following IUPAC nomenclature,78 “anti” denotes the
form characterized by the values of the torsional angle between
the nitrogen lone pairs in the range from (90 to 180°, whereas
“syn” corresponds to the respective values from 0 to (90°
(Figure 2). These data are confirmed by the calculations
performed with significantly larger basis sets using in addition
the plain MP2 method. The ordering of the barrier height
remains the same for all analyzed methods, and most impor-
tantly, it is consistent with both high-level ab initio calculations
and experimental findings.5,6,9 These results provide additional
justification for the choice of the RI-MP2/SV(P) method for
the “on-the-fly” classical and quantum dynamics to be discussed
in the next section.

Dynamic Simulations: Fluctuation Effects on Structure.
The time-averaged statistical analysis of the ab initio MD and
ab initio PIMD simulations is presented in this subsection, where
the quantum canonical ensemble is sampled on the basis of the
generated configurations. Panels (a) and (b) of Figure 1 represent
the two enantiomers of different chirality. Although the enan-
tiomers should be found with the same statistical probability,
in practice it is difficult to reproduce this fact because the generic
simulation time scale is not long enough to equally sample two
structures that are separated by a high potential barrier. Thus,
only the properties that are independent of chirality are discussed
in the present contribution.

Figures 3, 4, and 5 show normalized distribution functions
for bond lengths, bond angles, and dihedral angles, respectively,
obtained from ab initio MD (“classical”) and ab initio PIMD
(“quantum”) simulations together with the data corresponding
to the equilibrium structure marked by vertical lines. It should
be noted that for the dihedral angle φ the distribution is presented
as a function of its absolute value |φ| to symmetrize it with
respect to the chiral symmetry; note that such symmetrization
could be avoided by sampling more extensively the underlying
isomerization events, which however would amount to a
significant increase of computer time in view of the barrier
heights involved, or to using accelerated ab initio MD at the
expense of destroying the Newtonian time evolution needed to
compute the anharmonic IR spectrum in Dynamic Simulations:
IR Spectra.

First of all, very large deviations from the static equilibrium
values are observed for all these structural observables due to
fluctuations at 300 K. Second, although qualitatively similar,
significant differences between the classical and quantum results
show that even at room temperature nuclear quantum effects

TABLE 2: Unscaled Frequencies of the Hydrazine Moleculea

basis set SV(P) aug-cc-pVTZ cc-pCVTZ

method RI-MP2 MP2 RI-MP2 MP2 CCSD(T)b exptc MD RPMD CC-VSCFd

torsion 489 485 435 444 404 377 466 469 457
NH2 sym wagging 859 855 833 824 858 780 815 780 838
NH2 asym wagging 1022 1022 1004 999 1045 966 999 966 989
N-N stretch 1184 1188 1132 1139 1130 875 1168 1151 1122
NH2 twist 1338 1339 1307 1310 1316 933 1332 1302 1287
NH2 twist 1376 1375 1341 1347 1350 1098 1368 1334 1318
NH2 scissor 1722 1723 1675 1683 1679 1275 1700 1683 1647
NH2 scissor 1735 1735 1687 1696 1693 1312 1735 1741 1666
NH2 sym stretch 3458 3434 3508 3509 3471 3261 3418 3335 3309
NH2 sym stretch 3460 3463 3510 3539 3482 3280 3469 3418 3335
NH2 asym stretch 3582 3574 3620 3626 3577 3330 3568 3470 3445
NH2 asym stretch 3586 3585 3623 3637 3582 3350 3578 3551 3430
average deviation 30 30 23 25 0
maximum deviation 80 81 43 57 0

a Note that harmonic values are reported for the static (RI-)MP2 and CCSD(T) calculations, whereas anharmonic values are obtained using
ab initio MD and ab initio RPMD simulations (based on RI-MP2/SV(P) electronic structure), the CC-VSCF method, as well as in experiment.
All frequencies are given in cm-1. b Reference 8. c See ref 15 in ref 8. d Reference 15.

TABLE 3: Barriers to Internal Rotation around the N-N Bond and to Inversion on the Nitrogen Atom Relative to the Energy
of the C2 Ground-State Minima (See Figure 1 for Structure)a

RI-MP2 SV(P) MP2 SV(P) RI-MP2 aug-cc-pVTZ MP2 aug-cc-pVTZ CCSD(T)b aug-cc-pVQZ exptc

structure ∆E ∆(E + ZPE) ∆E ∆(E + ZPE) ∆E ∆(E + ZPE) ∆E ∆(E + ZPE) ∆E

TSsyn
rot 11.13 10.34 11.14 10.35 8.58 7.78 8.58 7.81 8.28

TSanti
rot 2.71 2.23 2.72 2.23 2.78 2.18 2.78 2.20 2.60 3.145

TSinv 4.70 3.90 4.69 3.89 5.13 4.44 5.13 4.45 5.48

a Here, TS syn
rot, TS anti

rot, and TSinv denote the transition states corresponding to the rotation and inversion mechanism, respectively (see
Figure 2 for structures). The zero-point energy (ZPE) corrections are evaluated using the unscaled harmonic frequencies reported in Table 2.
All energies are given in kilocalories per mole. b For the geometry optimized at the MP2/aug-cc-pVQZ level of theory. c Reference 5.
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cannot be neglected when it comes to a quantitative assessment
as they contribute non-negligible additional broadening. In
Figure 3, the first H-H peak is ascribed to the two hydrogen

atoms bonded to the same nitrogen atom while the second group
of the H-H peaks comes from two hydrogen atoms bonded to
different nitrogen atoms. The classical ab initio MD simulation
yields three well-pronounced maxima corresponding, respec-
tively, to H(i)-H(i) (at about 2.25 Å), H(i)-H(o) (at ∼2.5 Å),
and H(o)-H(o) (around 2.8 Å) distances with maxima close to
the equilibrium values; see the definitions of H(i) and H(o) atoms
in Figure 1. In contrast, these contributions are smeared out
into one peak in the quantum ab initio PIMD simulation, which
has its maximum at a distance where neither the equilibrium
nor the classical distribution feature any peak! Thus, apart from
dramatic broadening effects, large fluctuations induced by the
quantum effects tend to enhance the vibrational anharmonicity,
thereby increasing bond lengths systematically. For instance,
the average N-H bond length from ab initio PIMD (∼1.04 Å)
is slightly longer than that obtained from either ab initio MD
(∼1.02 Å) or at equilibrium (∼1.02 Å) using all the identical
RI-MP2/SV(P) electronic structure treatments. The quantum
broadening is observed not only for the H-H and N-H
distances where the light hydrogen atom is involved, but also
for the N-N distances as demonstrated by the top panel of
Figure 3. Likewise, Figures 4 and 5 show that the valence angle
and dihedral angle distributions are strongly influenced as well
by quantum-mechanical fluctuation effects on top of thermal
broadening due to classical activation.

In Figure 6, the distribution of the total dipole moment
(operator) from ab initio MD and ab initio PIMD calculations
is shown; note that in both cases the dipole moment (operator)
is evaluated consistently using the RI-MP2/SV(P) method along

Figure 3. Bond length distributions from ab initio MD and ab initio
PIMD simulations: upper panel corresponds to NN bond, middle panel
to NH distances, and lower panel to HH distances. Vertical solid lines
indicate equilibrium distances obtained from structure optimization.

Figure 4. Bond angle distributions from ab initio MD and ab initio
PIMD simulations: upper panel corresponds to HNH angles and lower
panel depicts NNH angles. Vertical solid lines indicate equilibrium
angles obtained from structure optimization.

Figure 5. Absolute HNNH dihedral angle distribution from ab initio
MD and ab initio PIMD simulations. Vertical solid lines indicate
equilibrium angles obtained from structure optimization.

Figure 6. Dipole moment distribution from ab initio MD and ab initio
PIMD simulations. Vertical solid line indicates equilibrium dipole
moment obtained from structure optimization.
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the generated trajectories. Again, fluctuations allow for strong
excursions of the dipole moment away from its equilibrium
value marked by the vertical line, thus leading to substantially
broad distribution functions. Furthermore, it is noteworthy to
observe that because of anhamonic coupled vibrations the
average dipole moment (i.e., the expectation value of the dipole
moment operator when using the ab initio PIMD full quantum
method) is affected in addition. It is seen to decrease slightly
in ab initio MD (∼2.16 D) and even more so after including
quantum effects in ab initio PIMD (∼2.10 D) with respect to
the static equilibrium value of ∼2.22 D; note that the experi-
mental value is 1.85 D according to ref 79.

Dynamic Simulations: UV and Ionization Spectra. On the
basis of the classical and quantum canonical simulations using
ab initio MD and ab initio PIMD, the UV spectra obtained by
using CIS(D)/SV+DR excitation energies are presented in
Figure 7 and compared to both static multireference MRSDCI/
(6-31G* + midbond functions) calculations12 and experimental
data.10 In the limit of the stick spectrum obtained at the
equilibrium structure, which serves as our internal static
reference, it can be seen that the present CIS(D) results (see
panel (a) or (b)) are acceptably close to the much more elaborate
MRCI results12 depicted in panel (c), although the agreement
certainly cannot be perfect; the numbers are collected in Table
4. Thus, the CIS(D) stick spectrum can be grouped into four
separate regions following the discussion as in the case of the
MRCI calculation.12 In the CIS(D) spectrum, regions I-III in
the range from 140 nm to longer wavelengths correspond
undoubtedly to the Rydberg transitions, while in region IV under

140 nm the valence transitions and higher Rydberg transitions
are observed. However, because of the complex nature of the
transitions involving the Rydberg states in conjunction with
ambiguous classification methods it is not trivial to ascribe the
respective signals to the actual molecular orbitals involved.

The experimental spectrum10 of hydrazine is seen to exhibit
three broad peaks at 195, 171, and 130 nm and additionally
three more weak shoulders at 218, 178, and 155 nm (solid line
in Figure 7c). The overall structure of the ab initio PIMD
quantum spectra calculated using CIS(D)/SV+DR electronic
structure corresponds surprisingly well to the experimental
spectrum. It should be stressed that no artificial (“adjusted”)
broadening, for instance by using Gaussian or Lorentzian
smearing, is necessary within the present approach since the
trajectories properly generated in the canonical ensemble by
thermostatting embody fluctuations and thus smearing effects
(excluding electronic lifetime broadening) at constant temper-
ature.40 First, a hardly visible signal arising at 255 nm and the
following peak at 225 nm in ab initio PIMD correlate well with
the 218-nm shoulder on the long wavelength tail and with the
corresponding band peak at 195 nm, respectively, found in
the experiment. Comparing with the static calculation, one can
see that these two signals are related to the first two states in
the aforementioned region I. Next, the band at about 190-180
nm in ab initio PIMD, which is associated with region II states,
corresponds to two peaks in the experimental spectrum appear-
ing at 178 and 171 nm, respectively. The barely distinguished
signal at 155 nm in ab initio PIMD, which is related to region
III states, matches the weak shoulder present at 160 nm in
experiment. The small peak on the high energy shoulder of the
ab initio PIMD spectrum related to region IV states can be
compared to the 130-nm band in the experimental spectrum.
Unfortunately, the detailed assignment of the bands is currently
not feasible particularly for higher energies because of the
presence of a large number of states characterized by rather
small oscillator strengths. Finally, the classical spectrum
obtained from ab initio MD depicted in Figure 7a features sharp
peaks and is too structured in general. This demonstrates nicely
that it is advisable to include quantum effects on nuclear motion
to appropriately smear out the sharp vertical excitation reso-
nances due to ro-vibrational motion. Further to the conclusions
drawn in Static Calculations: Equilibrium Structure and Har-
monic Frequencies based on analysis of structure and dipole
moment, this observation supports the concept that quantum-
mechanical fluctuation effects on nuclear motion are “visible”
even in UV spectra at room temperature.

Single-photon nonresonant ionization spectra can be ap-
proximately computed in a manner similar to that of UV spectra

Figure 7. UV spectra for hydrazine molecule obtained from (a)
“classical” ab initio MD simulation (solid line) using CIS(D)/SV+DR
electronic structure for excitation energies (stick spectrum shown at
equilibrium structure), (b) “quantum” ab initio PIMD simulation (solid
line) using CIS(D)/SV+DR electronic structure for excitation energies
(stick spectrum shown at equilibrium structure), and (c) static MRSDCI/
(6-31G* +midbond functions) calculation (stick spectrum, taken from
ref 12) and experiment (solid line, taken from ref 10). See text for
details.

TABLE 4: UV Stick Spectra Obtained from Static
Calculations at the Equilibrium Structurea

6-311++G(d,p) SV+DR MRCI expt

CIS CIS(D) CIS CIS(D) ref 12 ref 10

S1 173 (0.0222) 216 176 (0.0214) 233 216 (0.007) 218
S2 170 (0.0253) 210 173 (0.0233) 226 207 (0.019) 195
S3 150 (0.0346) 186 152 (0.0291) 202 183 (0.010) 178
S4 148 (0.0143) 181 150 (0.0161) 198 180 (0.021) 171
S5 144 (0.0070) 174 146 (0.0319) 190 169 (0.033) 150
S6 144 (0.0197) 173 145 (0.0014) 187 168 (0.004) 130
S7 137 (0.0109) 167 142 (0.0117) 186 168 (0.006)
S8 136 (0.0822) 167 141 (0.0380) 185 164 (0.006)
S9 115 (0.0535) 133 133 (0.0047) 174 158 (0.004)
S10 115 (0.0045) 131 131 (0.0041) 171 154 (0.001)

a All excitation wavelengths are given in nanometers, and the
corresponding oscillator strengths are reported in parentheses where
available.
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by collecting ionization energy data computed for numerous
configurations sampled from ab initio MD or ab initio PIMD
trajectories. This is formally obtained if one neglects the
dependence of the oscillator strength on nuclear coordinates in
eq 1 between the ground and ionic states. Using this approach,
we generated the photoionization spectrum of hydrazine pre-
sented in Figure 8 on the basis of MP2/6-311++G(d,p)
ionization energies using a sample of configurations obtained
from the thermostatted trajectories based on RI-MP2/SV(P)
energies and gradients. Here, a basis set of triple-� quality was
chosen to ensure an acceptable accuracy of the ionization energy
of hydrazine. At the equilibrium structure the vertical ionization
energy is 122.3 nm for MP2/6-311++G(d,p), which compares
favorably to 122.1 nm calculated using the more accurate
CASPT2 method.12 Moreover, the experimental vertical ioniza-
tion energy has been published to be about 124.6 or 125.1 nm
according to ref 10. On the basis of these comparisons, the MP2/
6-311++G(d,p) method is shown to be a reasonable choice
of the computational methodology for the present dynamical
simulations that require in total more than 25 000 single-point
calculations of ionization energies to generate the broadened
spectra depicted in Figure 8.

The classical and quantum ionization spectra are compared
to the count data from single-photon ionization experiments10

in Figure 8c. Although the ab initio PIMD quantum spectrum
in panel (b) is red-shifted compared to the experimental one,
the slope on the low-frequency wing of the computed spectrum
is in fair agreement with experiment, in particular in view of
the systematic offset from the experimental ionization poten-
tial(s) as indicated in (c) by the vertical lines. This pronounced

wing can be traced back to large-amplitude Vibrations in the
electronic ground state of the floppy hydrazine molecule that
enhance the sampling of those structural distortions of the
molecular skeleton where ionization requires significantly less
energy compared to the equilibrium structure. This most
interesting phenomenon is clearly visible in the pronounced shift
of the average ionization energy away from its equilibrium value
when quantum-motion of the nuclear is included in Figure 8b,
whereas not much of such a shift is visible in the limit of
classical motion in panel (a) where the underlying electronic
structure method is identical.

Dynamic Simulations: IR Spectra. The IR spectra of
hydrazine at 300 K in the gas phase are depicted in Figure 9
again for the classical and quantum simulations using the RI-
MP2/SV(P) method consistently to compute energies, gradients,
and dipole moments. Note that here the “on-the-fly” ab initio
RPMD method has been used instead of just ab initio PIMD to
generate a physical time evolution of the dipole operator in the
sense of a quasi-classical approximation to full quantum
dynamics. For easier analysis of the presented data, the
corresponding peak positions are listed in Table 2 together with
the correlation-corrected vibrational self-consistent field (CC-
VSCF) anharmonic data from ref 15, the static harmonic results,
and the experimental positions. The signal of largest intensity
which arises from NH2 asymmetric wagging motion is found
at 966 cm-1 and thus overlaps nicely with the experimental peak.
Inclusion of the anharmonicity effects (i.e., passing from
harmonic calculations obtained in the static limit to the classical
ab initio MD simulation) causes a red-shift of most of the
frequencies from several wavenumbers up to about 40 cm-1.

Further quantitative improvement with respect to the experi-
mental data is obtained after taking into account, in addition to

Figure 8. Single-photon ionization efficiency curves obtained from
(a) “classical” ab initio MD simulation using MP2/6-311++G(d,p)
electronic structure for ionization energies, (b) “quantum” ab initio
PIMD simulation using MP2/6-311++G(d,p) electronic structure for
ionization energies, and (c) experimental single-photon ionization
efficiency curve (taken from ref 10). Vertical solid black lines in (a)
and (b) indicate the MP2/6-311++G(d,p) vertical ionization energy
at the equilibrium structure obtained from structure optimization (using
RI-MP2/SV(P)), while the vertical solid light blue lines in (c) indicate
the two different experimental vertical first ionization potentials (taken
from ref 10).

Figure 9. IR spectrum for hydrazine molecule from (a) “classical” ab
initio MD simulation (solid line), (b) “quantum” ab initio RPMD
simulation (solid line), and (c) experiments (solid line, taken from ref
13; the signals at 3600-3800 cm-1 come from the H2O impurities
absorption). Vertical solid lines indicate the corresponding harmonic
stick spectra (without intensities) at the equilibrium structure obtained
from structure optimization using the same RI-MP2/SV(P) electronic
structure method.
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thermal fluctuations, the nuclear quantum effects which shift
vibrational frequencies to the red by up to 50 cm-1 in addition.
Comparison of these data to the experimental spectra13,14 reveals
the very good quality of these ab initio RPMD RI-MP2/SD(V)
results. Although the N-H stretch modes are not in such a good
agreement with experiment as other modes, ab initio RPMD
gives significantly better results than ab initio MD and, of
course, the standard normal-mode approximation. In addition,
the “on-the-fly” RPMD spectrum corresponds well to the
published VSCF anharmonic frequencies.15 The discussion of
vibrational spectroscopy by means of ab initio RPMD is closed
by stressing that the quality of the calculation could obviously
be improved upon, within the limitations of the RPMD
approximation to quantum dynamics, when using a better
electronic structure method in view of the differences between
the MP2 and CCSD(T) data in the harmonic approximation
according to the results compiled in Table 2. Although this is
clearly not a limitation of our approach as such, dynamical
calculations that improve systematically MP2 such as CCSD(T)
are currently out of reach to be carried out in the framework of
“on-the-fly” ab initio path integral simulations, such as RPMD,
because of the required computer time needed even for such a
rather small molecule as hydrazine.

Summary, Conclusions, and Outlook

In this contribution, structural and electronic properties of
the hydrazine molecule, it being prone to large-amplitude
motion, have been studied by a series of classical and quantum
ab initio simulations at room temperature. In particular, ab initio
molecular dynamics, ab initio path integral molecular dynamics,
and ab initio ring polymer molecular dynamics simulations have
been carried out using the MP2 method “on-the-fly” to access
thermal and quantum fluctuation effects on molecular properties
at finite temperatures, which can be compared to static calcula-
tions on the basis of the equilibrium structure. In addition to
structure, the respective broadening effects on UV, ionization,
and IR spectra have been decomposed in comparison to both
stick spectra obtained using the same electronic structure method
as well as experimental results.

It has been shown that using ab initio PIMD simulations,
thus taking proper account of skeletal vibrations at finite
temperatures due to both thermal and quantum effects, it is
possible to reproduce the overall shape of the continuous UV
spectrum. Classical dynamics, in contrast, yields a UV spectrum
that is overstructured compared to that of experiment, character-
ized by a few structureless peaks on a broad background. When
it comes to the stick spectrum obtained at the static equilibrium
structure, unphysical a posteriori broadening procedures seem
to be required to reproduce experiment. In addition, nuclear
quantum effects offer a natural explanation of the pronounced
tail of the single-photon ionization efficiency that is observed
to extend to energies much lower than the vertical ionization
energy at the equilibrium structure. Again, such quantum-
mechanical fluctuation effects are shown to considerably
improve the result obtained with classical ab initio MD, whereas
the respective “stick spectrum” obtained at equilibrium cannot
explain the phenomenon at all by definition. Moreover, ab initio
RPMD simulations, providing a sort of quasi-classical ap-
proximation to quantum dynamics, were proven to be useful to
compute the fully coupled anharmonic IR spectra from the
Fourier transform of dipole autocorrelation functions in the room
temperature regime. Thus, “...something is to be learned by
’observing’ the motion of different isotopic species on the same
potential surface.”53 considering classical nuclei as “infinitely
heavy isotopes”, vide ante.

Along these lines, it would be most interesting to probe
quantum effects on the kinetics54 and possibly on the mechanism
of the intramolecular isomerization reaction that interconverts
the two enantiomeric forms in view of internal soft modes along
either rotation or inversion pathways, using hydrazine and
perdeuterated hydrazine. Although this requires neither further
methodological development nor additional implementations
beyond ab initio RPMD, it would call for a considerable
investment of computer time to sample these rare events without
accelerating artificially (and thus destroying) the physical time
evolution. Such simulations are particularly demanding in view
of the need to generate long trajectories in conjunction with
the requirement to sample many initial conditions because of
the conditional averaging that must be carried out according to
eq 9 to extract statistically meaningful conclusions.

Drawn from the above-mentioned results obtained for hy-
drazine, we believe that the methodology presented in this article
establishes a powerful and general approach, based on ab initio
path integrals, not only to molecular structure, in particular of
floppy or fluxional molecules, but also to their electronic and
vibrational spectra, including isotope effects. Obviously, there
are still various quantitative discrepancies observed when
comparing the spectra obtained from ab initio PIMD and ab
initio RPMD to experimental data. This is, however, largely
related to the limited accuracy of the underlying electronic
structure methods (i.e., MP2 and CIS(D) calculations with small
basis sets used in the present case), whereas methods such as
CCSD(T) with large bases are known from a wealth of static
calculations to be required to achieve predictive quality.
Although not possible at the moment, we share the optimism
that it will become feasible in the future to carry out such ab
initio path integral simulations with “chemical accuracy” in view
of advances of both parallel algorithms for correlated electronic
structure calculations and computer technology.
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